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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Anonimo has contributed to the dictionary with 8 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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fablistán
fablistan is incorrectly written, and should be written as "«FABLISTAN»" being its meaning:<br>«FABLISTAN» some
words have little use in popular Latin American speech as, for example, the verb «fablar». However, in Venezuela some
journalists who staged during the 20th century distorted it to interact. They said of likely social communicators to
defame, slander or misrepresent that they were «fablistanes». The Academy does not record it yet. The speaker is an
intellectual, learned, skillful in expressing person / write their reasoning and ideas. «fablistán» phile infamy before his
captive Pack: a scammer when he discerns in dirty tricks masking podiums, College cloisters or street rallies.

filosofacto
One of the neologisms can be explained more easily by their syntax and phonetics is «filosofacto» [fusion of the words
'philosopher' and 'de facto'] defines a person to which place to philosophize in fact, without permisologias or academic
source licenses that legalize it / Certified "thinker" or «lover of wisdom»

ignorantofobia
ignorantofobia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "«IGNORANTOFOBIA»" being its meaning:<br>Rejection,
antipathy and even fear that someone experiences to those who lack knowledge and suffering from «cognitive
dysfunction» is qualifying as «ignorantofobia».

moribundear
Verb that designates the action of precipitate, with premeditation and treachery, towards the terminal phase a specific
topic of public interest: especially in the intellectual, political, academic and cultural fields of any society.

ñángara
NANGARA.-is said an individual that deceptively «justice» but incorrigible «I proud», «violent», «hatred», «killer» and
«arbitrary» after his robe 40 holes;Alberto JIMÉNEZ ERUS )

precognacido
PRECOGNACIDOPersona born with the «gift of precognition» or «outstanding knowledge of events».

psicocu¿ntico
psicocu romantic is incorrectly written and should be written as "PSICOCUANTICO" being its meaning:?<br>Is a
«psicocuantico» who has the ability to condense enough mental energy with which manages to practice 'telekinesis', or
'induce' from a distance to one or more persons to perform ( without the intervention of their will or reasoning ) various
actions with the same infinite purposes until «fold it down».

universaldista
It is universaldista who fixed interested distance in relation to our right to live in dignity, internationally accepted by all the
institutions of the civilized Social Corpus. Part of nothing new plague of cannibalistic creatures, but with human
appearance that periodically reissued the thesis to persuade us die blissfully attacked by it.


